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QUESTION 1

The code block displayed below contains one or more errors. The code block should load parquet files at location
filePath into a DataFrame, only loading those files that have been modified before 2029-03-20 

05:44:46. Spark should enforce a schema according to the schema shown below. Find the error. 

Schema: 

1.root 

2.

 |-- itemId: integer (nullable = true) 

3.

 |-- attributes: array (nullable = true) 

4.

 | |-- element: string (containsNull = true) 

5.

 |-- supplier: string (nullable = true) 

Code block: 

1.schema = StructType([ 

2.

 StructType("itemId", IntegerType(), True), 

3.

 StructType("attributes", ArrayType(StringType(), True), True), 

4.

 StructType("supplier", StringType(), True) 

5.]) 

6. 

7.spark.read.options("modifiedBefore", "2029-03-20T05:44:46").schema(schema).load(filePath) 

A. The attributes array is specified incorrectly, Spark cannot identify the file format, and the syntax of the call to Spark\\'s
DataFrameReader is incorrect. 

B. Columns in the schema definition use the wrong object type and the syntax of the call to Spark\\'s DataFrameReader
is incorrect. 
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C. The data type of the schema is incompatible with the schema() operator and the modification date threshold is
specified incorrectly. 

D. Columns in the schema definition use the wrong object type, the modification date threshold is specified incorrectly,
and Spark cannot identify the file format. 

E. Columns in the schema are unable to handle empty values and the modification date threshold is specified
incorrectly. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the elements in the labeled panels represent the operation performed for broadcast variables? 

Larger image 

A. 2, 5 

B. 3 

C. 2, 3 

D. 1, 2 

E. 1, 3, 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

2,3 Correct! Both panels 2 and 3 represent the operation performed for broadcast variables. While a broadcast
operation may look like panel 3, with the driver being the bottleneck, it most probably looks like panel 2. This is because
the torrent protocol sits behind Spark\\'s broadcast implementation. In the torrent protocol, each executor will try to fetch
missing broadcast variables from the driver or other nodes, preventing the driver from being the bottleneck. 1,2 Wrong.
While panel 2 may represent broadcasting, panel 1 shows bi-directional communication which does not occur in
broadcast operations. No. While broadcasting may materialize like shown in panel 3, its use of the torrent protocol also
enables communciation as shown in panel 2 (see first explanation). 1,3,4 No. While panel 2 shows broadcasting, panel
1 shows bi-directional communication ?not a characteristic of broadcasting. Panel 4 shows uni-directional
communication, but in the wrong direction. Panel 4 resembles more an accumulator variable than a broadcast variable.
2,5 Incorrect. While panel 2 shows broadcasting, panel 5 includes bi-directional communication ?not a characteristic of
broadcasting. More info: Broadcast Join with Spark ?henning.kropponline.de 

 

QUESTION 3

The code block shown below should return the number of columns in the CSV file stored at location filePath. From the
CSV file, only lines should be read that do not start with a # character. Choose the answer that correctly fills the blanks
in the code block to accomplish this. 

Code block: 
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__1__(__2__.__3__.csv(filePath, __4__).__5__) 

A. 1. size 

2.

 spark 

3.

 read() 

4.

 escape=\\'#\\' 

5.

 columns 

B. 1. DataFrame 

2.

 spark 

3.

 read() 

4.

 escape=\\'#\\' 

5.

 shape[0] 

C. 1. len 

2.

 pyspark 

3.

 DataFrameReader 

4.

 comment=\\'#\\' 

5.

 columns 

D. 1. size 
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2.

 pyspark 

3.

 DataFrameReader 

4.

 comment=\\'#\\' 

5.

 columns 

E. 1. len 

2.

 spark 

3.

 read 

4.

 comment=\\'#\\' 

5.

 columns 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following code blocks returns a copy of DataFrame transactionsDf where the column storeId has been
converted to string type? 

A. transactionsDf.withColumn("storeId", convert("storeId", "string")) 

B. transactionsDf.withColumn("storeId", col("storeId", "string")) 

C. transactionsDf.withColumn("storeId", col("storeId").convert("string")) 

D. transactionsDf.withColumn("storeId", col("storeId").cast("string")) 

E. transactionsDf.withColumn("storeId", convert("storeId").as("string")) 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

The code block displayed below contains multiple errors. The code block should return a DataFrame that 

contains only columns transactionId, predError, value and storeId of DataFrame 

transactionsDf. Find the errors. 

Code block: 

transactionsDf.select([col(productId), col(f)]) 

Sample of transactionsDf: 

1.+-------------+---------+-----+-------+---------+----+ 

2.|transactionId|predError|value|storeId|productId| f| 3.+-------------+---------+-----+-------+---------+----+ 

4.| 1| 3| 4| 25| 1|null| 

5.| 2| 6| 7| 2| 2|null| 

6.| 3| 3| null| 25| 3|null| 

7.+-------------+---------+-----+-------+---------+----+ 

A. The column names should be listed directly as arguments to the operator and not as a list. 

B. The select operator should be replaced by a drop operator, the column names should be listed directly as arguments
to the operator and not as a list, and all column names should be expressed as strings without being wrapped in a col()
operator. 

C. The select operator should be replaced by a drop operator. 

D. The column names should be listed directly as arguments to the operator and not as a list and following the pattern of
how column names are expressed in the code block, columns productId and f should be replaced by transactionId,
predError, value and storeId. 

E. The select operator should be replaced by a drop operator, the column names should be listed directly as arguments
to the operator and not as a list, and all col() operators should be removed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

The code block shown below should return a new 2-column DataFrame that shows one attribute from column attributes
per row next to the associated itemName, for all suppliers in column supplier whose name includes Sports. Choose the
answer that correctly fills the blanks in the code block to accomplish this. 
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Sample of DataFrame itemsDf: 

1.+------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------+-------------------+ 

2.|itemId|itemName |attributes |supplier | 

3.+------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------+-------------------+ 

4.|1 |Thick Coat for Walking in the Snow|[blue, winter, cozy] |Sports Company Inc.| 5.|2 |Elegant Outdoors Summer
Dress |[red, summer, fresh, cooling]|YetiX | 

6.|3 |Outdoors Backpack |[green, summer, travel] |Sports Company Inc.| 

7.+------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------+-------------------+ 

Code block: 

itemsDf.__1__(__2__).select(__3__, __4__) A. 1. filter 

2.

 col("supplier").isin("Sports") 

3.

 "itemName" 

4.

 explode(col("attributes")) 

B. 1. where 

2.

 col("supplier").contains("Sports") 

3.

 "itemName" 

4.

 "attributes" 

C. 1. where 

2.

 col(supplier).contains("Sports") 

3.

 explode(attributes) 

4.
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 itemName 

D. 1. where 

2.

 "Sports".isin(col("Supplier")) 

3.

 "itemName" 

4.

 array_explode("attributes") 

E. 1. filter 

2.

 col("supplier").contains("Sports") 

3.

 "itemName" 

4.

 explode("attributes") 

Correct Answer: E 

 

Output of correct code block: 

+----------------------------------+------+ 

|itemName |col | 

+----------------------------------+------+ 

|Thick Coat for Walking in the Snow|blue | 

|Thick Coat for Walking in the Snow|winter| 

|Thick Coat for Walking in the Snow|cozy | 

|Outdoors Backpack |green | 

|Outdoors Backpack |summer| 

|Outdoors Backpack |travel| 

+----------------------------------+------+ 

The key to solving this is knowing about Spark\\'s explode operator. Using this operator, you can extract 
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values from arrays into single rows. The following guidance steps through 

the 

answers systematically from the first to the last gap. Note that there are many ways to solving the gap 

 

QUESTION 7

The code block displayed below contains an error. The code block should create DataFrame itemsAttributesDf which
has columns itemId and attribute and lists every attribute from the attributes column in DataFrame itemsDf next to the
itemId of the respective row in itemsDf. Find the error. 

A sample of DataFrame itemsDf is below. 

Code block: 

itemsAttributesDf = itemsDf.explode("attributes").alias("attribute").select("attribute", "itemId") 

A. Since itemId is the index, it does not need to be an argument to the select() method. 

B. The alias() method needs to be called after the select() method. 

C. The explode() method expects a Column object rather than a string. 

D. explode() is not a method of DataFrame. explode() should be used inside the select() method instead. 

E. The split() method should be used inside the select() method instead of the explode() method. 

Correct Answer: D 

The correct code block looks like this: 

Then, the first couple of rows of itemAttributesDf look like this: 
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C:\Users\Admin\Desktop\Data\Odt data\Untitled.jpg 

explode() is not a method of DataFrame. explode() should be used inside the select() method instead. 

This is correct. 

The split() method should be used inside the select() method instead of the explode() method. 

No, the split() method is used to split strings into parts. However, column attributs is an array of strings. In 

this case, the explode() method is appropriate. Since itemId is the index, it does not need to be an 

argument to the select() method. No, itemId still needs to be selected, whether it is used as an index or 

not. The explode() method expects a Column object rather than a string. No, a string works just fine here. 

This being said, there are some valid alternatives to passing in a string: 

The alias() method needs to be called after the select() method. 

No. 

More info: pyspark.sql.functions.explode -- PySpark 3.1.1 documentation (https://bit.ly/2QUZI1J) 

Static notebook | Dynamic notebook: See test 1, 22 (Databricks import instructions) (https://flrs.github.io/ 

spark_practice_tests_code/#1/22.html , https://bit.ly/sparkpracticeexams_import_instructions) 
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QUESTION 8

Which of the following code blocks returns a DataFrame with approximately 1,000 rows from the 10,000row DataFrame
itemsDf, without any duplicates, returning the same rows even if the code block is run twice? 

A. itemsDf.sampleBy("row", fractions={0: 0.1}, seed=82371) 

B. itemsDf.sample(fraction=0.1, seed=87238) 

C. itemsDf.sample(fraction=1000, seed=98263) 

D. itemsDf.sample(withReplacement=True, fraction=0.1, seed=23536) 

E. itemsDf.sample(fraction=0.1) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

itemsDf.sample(fraction=0.1, seed=87238) Correct. If itemsDf has 10,000 rows, this code block returns about 1,000,
since DataFrame.sample() is never guaranteed to return an exact amount of rows. To ensure you are not returning
duplicates, you should leave the withReplacement parameter at False, which is the default. Since the specifies that the
same rows should be returned even if the code block is run twice, you need to specify a seed. The number passed in
the seed does not matter as long as it is an integer. 

itemsDf.sample(withReplacement=True, fraction=0.1, seed=23536) Incorrect. While this code block fulfills 

almost all requirements, it may return duplicates. 

This is because withReplacement is set to True. 

Here is how to understand what replacement means: Imagine you have a bucket of 10,000 numbered balls 

and you need to take 1,000 balls at random from the bucket (similar to the problem in the 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following describes slots? 

A. Slots are dynamically created and destroyed in accordance with an executor\\'s workload. 

B. To optimize I/O performance, Spark stores data on disk in multiple slots. 

C. A Java Virtual Machine (JVM) working as an executor can be considered as a pool of slots for task execution. 

D. A slot is always limited to a single core. Slots are the communication interface for executors and are used for
receiving commands and sending results to the driver. 

Correct Answer: C 

Slots are the communication interface for executors and are used for receiving commands and sending results to the
driver. Wrong, executors communicate with the driver directly. Slots are dynamically created and destroyed in
accordance with an executor\\'s workload. No, Spark does not actively create and destroy slots in accordance with the
workload. Per executor, slots are made available in accordance with how many cores per executor (property
spark.executor.cores) and how many CPUs per task (property spark.task.cpus) the Spark configuration calls for. A slot
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is always limited to a single core. No, a slot can span multiple cores. If a task would require multiple cores, it would have
to be executed through a slot that spans multiple cores. In Spark documentation, "core" is often used interchangeably
with "thread", although "thread" is the more accurate word. A single physical core may be able to make multiple threads
available. So, it is better to say that a slot can span multiple threads. To optimize I/O performance, Spark stores data on
disk in multiple slots. No ?Spark stores data on disk in multiple partitions, not slots. More info: Spark Architecture |
Distributed Systems Architecture 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following code blocks returns a DataFrame showing the mean value of column "value" of DataFrame
transactionsDf, grouped by its column storeId? 

A. transactionsDf.groupBy(col(storeId).avg()) 

B. transactionsDf.groupBy("storeId").avg(col("value")) 

C. transactionsDf.groupBy("storeId").agg(avg("value")) 

D. transactionsDf.groupBy("storeId").agg(average("value")) 

E. transactionsDf.groupBy("value").average() 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The code block displayed below contains an error. The code block should count the number of rows that have a
predError of either 3 or 6. Find the error. 

Code block: 

transactionsDf.filter(col(\\'predError\\').in([3, 6])).count() 

A. The number of rows cannot be determined with the count() operator. 

B. Instead of filter, the select method should be used. 

C. The method used on column predError is incorrect. 

D. Instead of a list, the values need to be passed as single arguments to the in operator. 

E. Numbers 3 and 6 need to be passed as string variables. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12
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Which of the following code blocks creates a new one-column, two-row DataFrame dfDates with column date of type
timestamp? 

A. 1.dfDates = spark.createDataFrame(["23/01/2022 11:28:12","24/01/2022 10:58:34"], ["date"]) 2.dfDates =
dfDates.withColumn("date", to_timestamp("dd/MM/yyyy HH:mm:ss", "date")) 

B. 1.dfDates = spark.createDataFrame([("23/01/2022 11:28:12",),("24/01/2022 10:58:34",)], ["date"]) 2.dfDates =
dfDates.withColumnRenamed("date", to_timestamp("date", "yyyy-MM-ddHH:mm:ss")) 

C. 1.dfDates = spark.createDataFrame([("23/01/2022 11:28:12",),("24/01/2022 10:58:34",)], ["date"]) 2.dfDates =
dfDates.withColumn("date", to_timestamp("date", "dd/MM/yyyy HH:mm:ss")) 

D. 1.dfDates = spark.createDataFrame(["23/01/2022 11:28:12","24/01/2022 10:58:34"], ["date"]) 2.dfDates =
dfDates.withColumnRenamed("date", to_datetime("date", "yyyy-MM-ddHH:mm:ss")) 

E. 1.dfDates = spark.createDataFrame([("23/01/2022 11:28:12",),("24/01/2022 10:58:34",)], ["date"]) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following code blocks reduces a DataFrame from 12 to 6 partitions and performs a full shuffle? 

A. DataFrame.repartition(12) 

B. DataFrame.coalesce(6).shuffle() 

C. DataFrame.coalesce(6) 

D. DataFrame.coalesce(6, shuffle=True) 

E. DataFrame.repartition(6) 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following code blocks displays various aggregated statistics of all columns in DataFrame transactionsDf,
including the standard deviation and minimum of values in each column? 

A. transactionsDf.summary() 

B. transactionsDf.agg("count", "mean", "stddev", "25%", "50%", "75%", "min") 

C. transactionsDf.summary("count", "mean", "stddev", "25%", "50%", "75%", "max").show() 

D. transactionsDf.agg("count", "mean", "stddev", "25%", "50%", "75%", "min").show() 

E. transactionsDf.summary().show() 
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Correct Answer: E 

 

The DataFrame.summary() command is very practical for quickly calculating statistics of a DataFrame. You need to call
.show() to display the results of the calculation. By default, the command calculates various statistics (see
documentation linked below), including standard deviation and minimum. Note that the answer that lists many options in
the summary() parentheses does not include the minimum, which is asked for in the question. Answer options that
include agg() do not work here as shown, since DataFrame.agg() expects more complex, column-specific instructions
on how to aggregate values. 

More info: 

-pyspark.sql.DataFrame.summary -- PySpark 3.1.2 documentation 

-pyspark.sql.DataFrame.agg -- PySpark 3.1.2 documentation 

Static notebook | Dynamic notebook: See test 3, 46 (Databricks import instructions) 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following statements about Spark\\'s execution hierarchy is correct? 

A. In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, a job may reach over multiple stage boundaries. 

B. In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, manifests are one layer above jobs. 

C. In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, a stage comprises multiple jobs. 

D. In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, executors are the smallest unit. 

E. In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, tasks are one layer above slots. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, a job may reach over multiple stage boundaries. Correct. A job is a sequence of
stages, and thus may reach over multiple stage boundaries. In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, tasks are one layer above
slots. Incorrect. Slots are not a part of the execution hierarchy. Tasks are the lowest layer. In Spark\\'s execution
hierarchy, a stage comprises multiple jobs. No. It is the other way around ?a job consists of one or multiple stages. In
Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, executors are the smallest unit. False. Executors are not a part of the execution
hierarchy. Tasks are the smallest unit! In Spark\\'s execution hierarchy, manifests are one layer above jobs. Wrong.
Manifests are not a part of the Spark ecosystem. 
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